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CHAPTER - II 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Cities have been, as Gallion (1963) appropriately asserts, subjected to the process of 

continuous remodeling through the ages and the variety of forms is the result of forces which 

dominated during the successive periods of their history (Chakraborty, M., 2012). As 

Kurseong town acted as a corridor to Darjeeling, the district headquarter connecting it to the 

rest of the country, it was influenced during several historical periods by the forces of change 

operating under the British rule. The British rule and the post independence developments 

have considerably affected the morphology and functions of Kurseong town. 

Along with the legacy from the past, the evolution and growth of a town, its location 

and morphology are influenced to a large extent by its physical configuration. A town 

develops in relation to its geographical background and a disparity in the level of 

development within a town is, to a certain degree, due to geographical constraints. The 

morphology of a town in the hills is directly and deeply affected by the configuration and 

elevation of site and direction and behaviour of rivers and other drainage channels, slope of 

the place, direction and width of the valley, soil and geological structure, micro climate and 

weather etc. along with the situation factor. In urban planning, information on variations in 

landforms makes the evaluation of the resources of an area possible (Pareta, K. and Prasad, 

S., 2012). Understanding of the existing landscape is essential for the planner before he tries 

to reform it (Singh, J.P., 1980). Thus, the bio-physical characteristics form valuable 

information that aid urban planners and land managers in identifying the possible 

opportunities and constraints of land and predicting the suitability of land for different urban 

activities and uses and eventually in decision making.   

2.2 Historical Development 

2.2.1 Pre-Independence Period 

The study of the genesis of Kurseong town is not complete without taking into 

account the history of the growth of Darjeeling district as Kurseong, located in the southern 

slope of the Darjeeling Himalayas and overlooking the vast extension of the plains, is an 

inseparable extension of the district since time immemorial. 

 Darjeeling district was opened to the expansion of the British rule in 1835. History 

unveils that in 1642 the district formed a part of Sikkim, then a sovereign country engaged in 
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continuous unsuccessful struggle with the Gurkhas of Nepal. In 1780, the Gurkhas invaded 

Sikkim and moved eastward to the Tista River and annexed the Terai. The Gurkha War of 

1814 with the East India Company throughout the entire length of their northern frontier 

brought the latter into direct interaction with Darjeeling district. The treaty signed between 

Nepal and the British at Segouli led to the cession of the territory by the former to the British. 

The Raja of Sikkim who was driven out of his dominions by the Gurkhas was reinstated in 

possession of his kingdom and with the signing of the Treaty of Titaliya in 1817, the entire 

area of over 4000 square miles located between the Mechi and the Tista rivers, was restored 

to the Raja of Sikkim (Dozey, 1922). Under this treaty, the Company guaranteed the Raja’s 

sovereignty and assumed the position of the paramount power in Sikkim including the 

present district of Darjeeling lying between Nepal and Bhutan, compelling the Raja of Sikkim 

to refer to the arbitration of the British Government in case of any future disputes between the 

former and the Gurkhas of Nepal. Ten years later, fresh dispute arose between the aforesaid 

two groups. General Lloyd and Mr J. W. Grant were deputed in 1928 to settle the matter who 

visited the old and deserted Darjeeling, in February 1829, which otherwise was an unknown 

territory to the British earlier. Impressed by the ambience and strategic location of Darjeeling, 

General Lloyd negotiated with the Raja of Sikkim for the cession of Darjeeling in return for 

an equivalent in money and the deed of grant was executed on 1
st
 February 1835. 

Consequently, the Raja of Sikkim handed over a strip of hill territory of 138 square miles 

including the villages of Darjeeling and Kurseong, as a mark of friendship with the East India 

Company for the establishment of sanatorium for the invalid East India Company servants for 

an allowance of Rs. 3000 per annum as compensation in 1841 which was raised later to Rs. 

6000. The area granted was from the south of the Great Rangit River, east of the Balasun, 

Kahail and Little Rangit Rivers and west of the Rungno and Mahanadi rivers. It then 

consisted of 20 mud houses around Mahakal Observatory with a population of around 100 

individuals. 

 After the appointment of General Lloyd as a local agent with the power to deal with 

the applications for land, the residents from Calcutta, especially the elite class, soon started 

pouring in and the new settlement developed rapidly. The scenario changed within a few 

years, with the arrival of Dr. Campbell as Superintendent of the region in 1839 who devoted 

his energy in developing the station and he succeeded in raising the population from 100 

souls to 10,000 within a decade chiefly by encouraging the migration of people from the 

neighbouring states of Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan, by engaging them in cultivation and 

developing trade and commerce. With his effort, a sanatorium for European troops, several 
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houses, a bazar and a jail were built. Construction of road through Pankhabari, which became 

the main artery of transport, took place during his tenure. Campbell’s successful efforts for 

the potential development of resources in the district were evident from the introduction of 

experimental cultivation of tea and coffee as well as various tropical fruits like orange, pine 

apple etc. These peaceful states remained only temporarily as steady progress in Darjeeling 

made the erstwhile rulers jealous. In 1849, Sir Joseph Hooker and Dr. Campbell, while 

travelling in Sikkim were treacherously imprisoned by Raja’s Diwan. A military expedition 

helped to rescue the prisoners. The annual allowance granted to the Raja of Sikkim was 

stopped and Terai, the Raja’s only lucrative estate was annexed. The new territory thus 

annexed, covering an area of 640 square miles, was placed under the management of the 

Superintendent of Darjeeling. The new treaty between the British Government and the new 

Raja, son of the former Raja of Sikkim in 1861, opened Sikkim to trade, removed all 

restrictions on travellers and merchants, provided construction of roads and security for the 

travellers and secured full freedom for commerce. Thus, the treaty was of great significance 

for Darjeeling as it finally put an end to the frontier disturbance with Sikkim. However the 

peace restored was of very short duration, as it was interrupted by the trouble with the 

neighbouring state of Bhutan. A military expedition of 1861 finally made the capture of the 

hilly tract east of the Tista which subsequently formed the Kalimpong subdivision, thus 

increasing the area from 640 to 1164 square miles in 1865 (Dozey, 1922) and this was the last 

addition to the district. The district then consisted of two subdivisions namely Darjeeling and 

Kalimpong. In 1891 Kurseong subdivision was formed from the Sadar division and in 1907 

Siliguri subdivision was formed from the Kurseong subdivision. The year 1866 may be 

marked as an epoch in the history of Darjeeling, as peace was established within its borders 

and the district witnessed the march of progress and civilization. Rapid progress was made in 

the development of communication during this period. Lord Napier of Magdala, (then a 

lieutenant in the Royal Engineers) was engaged in constructing a road from Siliguri to 

Darjeeling. A road later came to be known as the Old Military Road i.e. the present 

Pankhabari Road, measuring 64 km, was laid between 1839 and 1842, from Pankhabari to 

Darjeeling via Kurseong, Dow Hill and Ghoom. 

     Kurseong was an insignificant village in Sikkim in the 18
th

 century. With the 

construction of Old Military Road, it became the halting station for military and civic 

personnel on their way to Darjeeling. Kurseong thus gradually grew with the growth of 

Darjeeling. By 1840, a hotel and a few dak bungalows (rest houses) had been constructed in 

Kurseong. In the light of the firm establishment of tea gardens on a commercial basis, 
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necessity for the quick supply of military stores during Sikkim Expedition of 1960, 

development of frontier trade and for meeting the expanding requirements of the district, the 

inadequacy of the Old Military Road was felt as it was narrow and steep characterized by 

sharp accents. With the sanction from the government, the construction of Darjeeling Cart 

Road, presently known as Hill Cart Road, 48 miles long was commenced in 1861. The first 

stretch from Darjeeling to Kurseong (with a length of 19.5 miles) was opened for traffic by 

1865, whereas the entire road up to Siliguri was completed by 1869.  

Though Cart Road, ascending from the foothills up to Darjeeling, was one of the best 

mountain roads in India revealing an efficient engineering skill on the part of the Public 

Works Department, its maintenance and annual repairs were quite difficult and expensive, 

owing to the mountainous nature of the land and heavy rainfall. Thus, the high cost of 

transportation by Cart Road later led to the demand for a railway line. With the effort of Mr. 

Franklin Prestage, the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway (D.H.R.) Company was formed in 1879 

and the construction was commenced in the same year. By March 1880, the section between 

Siliguri and Tindharia was opened for traffic and up to Kurseong by the end of 1880 and was 

completed up to Darjeeling in July 1881. In 1914, workshops were opened at Tindharia 

where all rolling stock except wheels and axles were constructed. From 1861 onwards, 

Darjeeling as a commercial centre started attracting mercantile communities with the 

establishment of efficient roads and the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway system. The 

Darjeeling Himalayan Railway was a big boon to the people of the region as it facilitated 

faster transport of diverse goods in bulk up and down the hills, as well as provided 

transportation for the people.  

 The firm establishment of tea industry in Darjeeling was due to the enterprise of Dr. 

Campbell, the Superintendent of Darjeeling who started the experimental growth of tea in 

1841, with a few seeds grown in Kumaon from China stock. By 1856 the industry was 

established as a commercial enterprise with the opening up of Alubari tea garden by the 

Kurseong and Darjeeling Tea Company and another on the Lebong spur by the Darjeeling 

Land Mortgage Bank. Between 1860 and 1864 Ambootia, Makaibari and Singell tea estates 

near Kurseong were established by the Darjeeling Tea Company. In 1871, the Springfield and 

Castleton tea gardens in Kurseong were established. With the rapid increase of tea industry 

and formation of Planters’ Club the growth and development of Darjeeling was spectacular. 

 After the expansion of tea industry on a commercial basis and development of 

efficient communication networks like Darjeeling Cart Road and the D.H.R., the district also 

witnessed the establishment of various educational institutions under the pioneering works of 
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Christian missionaries, who, as early as 1841 strove to uplift the population both mentally 

and spiritually. Another reason for the expansion of schools was to cater to the needs of 

educating the children of British residents in India, who did not want to send their wards far 

off to Europe, but at the same time desired for similar education environmental expectations 

in India. Thus, Darjeeling soon became the favoured place for the establishment of public 

schools on the European model. Loreto Convent for girls in Darjeeling was the first school to 

set up in 1946. After the establishment of Darjeeling as the first municipality in 1850, the 

possibility of developing Kurseong as a satellite town or a supplementary hill station to 

Darjeeling attracted public attention, which led to the formation of Kurseong Municipality, 

the second municipality in the district on 1
st
 May 1879.  With the extension of D.H.R. to 

Kurseong in 1880, direct communication was possible between Kurseong and Calcutta 

(Kolkata). The Bengal Municipal Act of 1900 divided Kurseong town into six wards and for 

the purpose of administration of Kurseong town with its population of 2836 (male - 1797 and 

female - 1039) a Board, with six Municipal Commissioners, nominated by the Government 

was formed to administer its affairs (Pradhan, A. B., 1879-1979). From that time it started 

gaining popularity as a hill station and in 1891, it was made a headquarter of the sub-division 

including the Terai and a portion of the hills. Kurseong Municipal Board was reconstituted in 

1936. It consisted of twelve Municipal Commissioners, of whom the Civil Medical Officer 

was the ex-officio member, while six were elected and five were nominated by the 

government.  Consequently, various measures were taken by the government to provide 

urban facilities to this newly emerging town. 

 In 1879, Sir Ashley Eden, the then Governor of Bengal, established schools for boys 

and girls named Victoria Boys’ School and Dow Hill School for girls at Constantia which 

were later moved to  Dow Hill in 1880. Victoria Boys’ School was originally established for 

railway employees and its scope was later extended to the government servants of all classes 

as well as children of officers and non officials. In 1897, Dow Hill School for girls was 

separated from Victoria Boys’ School. These government schools were shifted to Dow Hill 

from Constantia and the latter was converted into the residence of the Sub- Divisional 

Officer, Kurseong. The Victoria School had a technical department opened in 1904 for boys 

affiliated to the Sibpur Civil Engineering College where only European and Anglo - Indian 

children were admitted. Unfortunately, it was closed down in 1912. In 1888, St. Mary’s 

Seminary, a theology college for Jesuits was erected at St. Mary’s Hill, 4 km from Kurseong 

town for the preparation for ordination of the members of the Society of Jesus. With the 

establishment of this college, provision was made to educate the children of the Christian 
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servants attached to it as well as for the Indian orphans. This led to the opening up of St. 

Alphonsus’ School in 1891 at St. Mary’s Hill by the Roman Catholic Missionaries for the 

native pupils. In 1930 the school building had to be extended due to increase in the number of 

students. The school became a High School, with official recognition in 1936 and in 1937 it 

was shifted to the town. The institution also had one industrial and technical school, where 

boys were trained in carpentry, printing, book binding, weaving, tailoring, cane work and 

leather work. A printing press was also established in the school in 1938 for the publication 

of a Catholic Nepali paper, where native workers had been employed. Between 1956 and 

1957 the press was sold to Ganga Jamuna Press, Darjeeling by Fr. Ferrel consequently 

leading to its permanent closure. In 1890, St. Helen’s Convent was opened by the Daughters 

of the Cross first at Constantia and later above Hotel Clarendon, the present St Alphonsus 

School. Later after acquiring land from the Jesuits it was shifted to its present site, above the 

St. Paul’s Apostle church. Between 1899 and 1900, this school had opened vocational classes 

domiciled European and Anglo-Indian girls which later was closed down.  This institution 

also had an orphanage for hill children called St. Margaret’s Home attached to it. In 1901-

1902 the government opened classes at Dow Hill Girls School for the training of teachers. In 

1928-1929, the institution had achieved a separate recognition as a Teachers’ Training 

College for coaching European and Anglo - Indian lady school teachers to which the Indian 

girls were also admitted later. 

 However, at the turn of the century Kurseong witnessed the most remarkable 

expansion of the town with the setting up of the Kurseong Improvement Committee along 

with its various organized developmental efforts. Under its supervision, the Bourdillion Road 

connecting the Monteviot end of the town with Old Military Road was constructed. Owing to 

availability of limited building sites in Darjeeling, Kurseong gradually started attracting 

public attention for the possibility of being developed as a supplementary hill town to 

Darjeeling, the climate being similar to the latter. Consequently, a number of new building 

sites and many new houses started coming up. The Anglican Church of Christ, St. Andrew’s 

Church was built in 1870, St. John’s Church in 1891 and St. Paul’s Church in 1904. A new 

Kutchery was built in 1904 and a hospital and a dispensary comprising a European ward were 

erected in the bazar area in 1905. West Bengal Forest School was established at Dow Hill in 

1907 to impart practical forestry education to the Foresters and Deputy Rangers, where the 

annual intake of students increased from 30 in 1944 to 45 in 1955. At present the strength of 

this institution is 41. Goethal’s Memorial School about 3.5 km from the town was founded in 

1907 by the Roman Catholic Christian Brothers of Ireland for the upliftment of the domiciled 
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youth. According to the Annual Report of the Administration of the Bengal Presidency 1914 

-1915, a special three years course in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering had been 

introduced affiliated to the British Institute for Overseership.  

 The endless effort of the missionaries in extending opportunities to educate the hill 

girls is discernible from the establishment of numerous girls’ institutions in the hills such as 

Scot Mission Girls’ School set up in 1910, and St. Joseph’s Girls School established in 1938 

upgraded to High School in 1944. St. Joseph’s Girls School also ran female Teachers’ 

Training course which unfortunately was discontinued between 1949 and 1950. Guided by 

the waves of freedom movement and religious fervour, the establishment of numerous newer 

schools and institutions of the kind took place in addition to the Christian missionary 

enterprises between 1905 and 1947. Even the native social groups were very active in taking 

up the educational activities in the hills (Dick B. Dewan, 1991). Raj Rajeswari, a Bengali 

medium school was established by the Bengali Association which sprung from the Kurseong 

Amateur Club, established in 1908 by the local Bengalis. Later in 1930, the organization 

erected its own building and auditorium named Raj Rajeswari Hall through the benevolence 

of S. B. Dey and the then Maharaja of Burdwan. Similarly other institutions which deserve 

mention include Pushparani Roy Memorial School established in 1943, Sri Ramakrishna 

Girls’ School established in 1924 upgraded to high school in 1965, Sarvodaya Gurukul 

Ashram established in 1946 upholding the Hindu tradition of Vedic rites, Municipal Boys’ 

Primary School and Municipal Kanya Pathsala established in 1935 and 1948 respectively etc.  

 With the establishment of good educational institutions, the town also witnessed the 

establishment of libraries during the pre-independence period in the hands of some socially 

and educationally enthusiastic volunteers, intellectuals and philanthropists like J. Paul, 

Parasmani Pradhan, Sardar Bahadur Lama, Dhan Narayan Pradhan etc. Kurseong Gorkha 

Library was established on 8
th

 June 1913 which houses Hindi, Nepali and English books as 

well as cosmopolitan range of journals. Another sub-divisional library named Bloomfield 

Library was established in 1944 which got its government sponsorship in 1965. Kurseong 

Amusement Club was built in 1905 on a piece of land known as recreation ground which is 

now the transmitting station of All India Radio. The Club had four tennis courts, a ball room, 

bridge rooms, library etc. and its surroundings were well maintained with beautiful flowers 

and plants. The Club provided residential and recreational facilities to the people for 

organizing parties, dances, flower shows etc. The flower show organized by the Agricultural 

Department early in 1915 drew huge crowds of hillmen. 
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 The hotels of this period on the Cart Road were Clarendon, Pelican and Plaza, 

Sorabjee’s hotel in the railway station and Woodhill on the Club road are worth mentioning. 

Along with these hotels there were numerous bungalows, more than a dozen in the Monteviot 

Tea Estate, which catered to the wants of visitors who desired break journey at Kurseong, 

enroute to Darjeeling. The British efforts of urbanization brought for the first time the 

agglomerated life of town and business transaction taking place in the form of bazars and 

haats (weekly markets). A small bazar, in the nucleus of the present town of Kurseong, grew 

gradually after the British occupation of the hill tract. Near the railway station the principal 

shops, chemists and other stores came into being. Midway between the town and the St. 

Helen’s Convent, above the Cart Road, sites were acquired by the railway on which the 

residential quarters of officers and staff have been constructed. The Kurseong waterworks 

began operating in 1913 and a partial sewerage system with sewerage line for the town 

developed in 1918, which served ten public community latrines and few houses in bazar area. 

The old and obnoxious practice of removing the night soil by head load, prevailed in those 

days, in the absence of the services by trolleys and handcarts in the municipality. The S. B. 

Dey Sanatorium, auxiliary to the Jadavpur Tuberculosis Hospital, Calcutta was opened in 

1937 with 20 beds for females under the philanthrophic efforts of R Bahadur Sashi Bhushan 

Dey. With the generosity of the late Mr. P. C. Kar, an efficient X-ray plant was installed in 

1941. In 1942, an outdoor clinic started operating and the accommodation increased from 20 

to 44 beds. The Kurseong Sub-divisional hospital, established as a small dispensary 

previously and maintained by the municipality, was taken over by the government in June 

1944. Later under the sponsorship of World Bank, the number of workers and beds increased. 

After the World War I, the management of Grand Hotel, Calcutta introduced a passenger 

automobile service between Siliguri and Darjeeling, which made the train journey shorter by 

three and a half hours (Pal, 2000). This gave an impetus to the trade and its volume, 

transportation of goods, services and passengers. 

 Darjeeling was the summer headquarter of the Governor General, owing to its 

weather being similar to that of London. Thus it soon acquired a distinct urban character with 

its additional administrative function and widening of its growth and developmental aspects 

and started attracting Indian elites with a western style of living (Das and Bhuimali, 2011). 

Kurseong town was no exception. In and around Kurseong, many Indian Rajas, zamindars 

and people belonging to Bengali elite class acquired substantial areas along with the 

Europeans. Among them the notable ones were the Maharaja of Burdwan, Sir Bejoy Chand 

Mehtap and the Raja of Kakina, Arvind Shankar Bam, I.C.S. etc. The retreat of the 
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Maharajadhiraj of Burdwan was called Rajbari. He owned the present Burdwan Road, the 

Hat bazar area and a vacant land where the A.I.R. station stands at present. 

Darjeeling was declared, as stated by Subba (1985), a non-Regulation District till 

March 1937, which again was included in the Rajshahi Division until October 1905, when it 

was transferred to the Bhagalpur Division.
 
According to Ray (1967), it was retransferred to 

the Rajshahi Division in March 1912, with the rearrangement of the provinces. In 1947, after 

the independence of India, Darjeeling became a part of the state of West Bengal, in the form 

of a separate district which included Darjeeling, Kurseong and Kalimpong towns and parts of 

the Terai region. Thereafter, the district was placed in the Presidency Division. At present the 

district is under the Jalpaiguri Division (Das and Bhuimali, 2011). 

2.2.2 Post-Independence Period 

The post-independence period brought about many major changes in the urban 

landscape of Kurseong town. On 20
th
 October 1948, the property owned by the D.H.R. 

Company was purchased by the Government of India. The supervision of Hill Cart Road was 

transferred from the control of Railways to the P.W.D.  Rajbari, the retreat of Maharaja of 

Burdwan was converted into the office of the West Bengal National Volunteer Force. In 

1950, the male ward was established in the S. B. Dey Sanatorium. The Kurseong Amusement 

Club was made the broadcasting station of the All India Radio in 1961, with its relay centre at 

Constantia. In 1964, Darjeeling Polytechnic Institute was opened first in Tung. Later, it was 

moved to Kurseong, where it started running from ‘Nima Lodge’. It was later moved to 

Kakina House and finally to its present site on Captain Suraj Sharma Road in 1991. In 1967, 

the delimitation of the ward boundaries of Kurseong Municipality took place for the first 

time. The town was divided into twelve wards. In the same year Kurseong College, one of the 

young colleges in the hill region, on the initiative taken up by the Kurseong Citizens’ 

Association, was established as a degree college for Arts, in Kakina House and later in 1980, 

it was shifted to its present site in Ward 6. Later, the college also introduced the Commerce 

and the Science streams.  In the 1970s, the Cutlery Servicing Station was set up near St. 

Alphonsus’ School. There was a great demand of agricultural and tea garden implements 

manufactured by this centre, in the tea gardens of Darjeeling hills as well as in the Terai and 

Duars region. The Secksbee Firm Private Limited had 51% share and the State Government 

had 49% share on this servicing station. In 1980, it was completely taken over by the 

Government. Soon after, it was decided to lock the station, till the recruitment of a new 

manager. Unfortunately, this could not happen, as with the transfer of labourers of the station 

to different district offices and robbery of all valuable machineries, the Government finally 
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decided to close it down permanently after few years. Later, under D. G. H. C., one of the 

bunglows of Cutlery Servicing Station was sanctioned and converted into St. Alphonsus’ 

Primary School and in another bunglow, Srishti Weavers’ Development Samity, a privately 

managed self help group, under D. I. C. (District Industrial Centre), G.T.A. is presently 

operating. Kurseong Gorkha Dukha Nivarak Sammelan, though established in1935, erected 

its present day structure, in the late 1990s, which has a sitting capacity of 400 persons 

approximately. The Kurseong Water Supply Remodelling Scheme was completed in 1970 

(Pal, 2000). In 1975 S. B. Dey Sanatorium was taken over by the West Bengal Government. 

The rapid increase in population, since the inception of Kurseong town, especially during 

1981-1991 led to the further delimitation of ward boundaries. In 1998, by government 

notification, the municipality was divided into twenty wards. At present Kurseong 

Municipality has an area of 7.85 km
2
 and it consists of twenty wards.  

Between 1986 and 1988, the whole of Darjeeling district, including Kurseong, was in 

a surge of mass movement for Gorkhaland, a separate state led by the Gorkha National 

Liberation Front (G.N.L.F.). Transport and communication, trade and commerce and normal 

life in the region were paralysed adversely. Many lives were lost and at the end of a two 

years’ struggle, the demand for statehood was surrendered. On 20
th
 August, 1988, an 

agreement was signed between the Government of West Bengal and the G.N.L.F. for 

normalcy in the region, which led to the formation of D.G.A.H.C. (Darjeeling Gorkha 

Autonomous Hill Council), an autonomous body under the Government of West Bengal.  

On 30
th
 March 1986, Kurseong bazar was engulfed in a devastating fire which 

destroyed a large part of the bazar and there was a great loss of property. In 1996, the town 

got its new I.N.A. Bus Terminus, about 1km from the nucleus of the town. On 2
nd

 December, 

1999, the D.H.R. was declared a World Heritage site by the U.N.E.S.C.O. In 2000, Sishu 

Siksha Centre was set up in the municipality area. The setting up of a Town Community Hall 

in March 2001 was another feather in the cap of the Kurseong Municipality, which caters to 

the social and cultural needs of the town people. In 2007, Kurseong Municipality started its 

health department. There are 4 health sub-centres which started operating in February 2008. 

In 2014, the orphanage of St. Margaret’s Home was converted into Don Bosco Technical 

Institute, run by the Salesians, where a centre provides vocational training in beautician 

courses and offers diploma in hospitality management.  

Owing to dissatisfaction and discontentment among the public under D.G.H.C. rule, a 

second agitation for statehood demand was once again launched in 2007, spearheaded by the 

Gorkha Janamukti Morcha (G.J.M.M.). After three years of struggle, an agreement was 
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signed between the G.J.M.M. and the state government on 18
th
 July 2011. Thus after years of 

long uncertainty, the entire Darjeeling hill area entered into a new era of its administration, 

under Gorkhaland Territorial Administration (G.T.A.), an autonomous body, which now 

consists of administrative, executive and financial powers barring legislative powers. 

2.3 Geographical Setting               

2.3.1 Geology 

In 1854, J. D. Hooker reported the geological findings of his extensive travels in 

Darjeeling and its adjoining region. He observed the regional domal picture of the gneisses 

and the overlying sedimentary beddings. Further in 1874 the first systematic geological 

examination of Darjeeling district was done by Mallet. He classified the metamorphic rocks 

of Darjeling and western Duars into the “Daling Series” consisting mainly of slates and 

phyllites and “Darjeeling Series” consisting mainly of mica-gneisses and schists. He further 

subdivided the rocks of Darjeeling district into five groups – gneiss, the Daling series, the 

Buxa series, Gondwanas and the Tertiary system. The geology of Darjeeling Himalayas has 

also been extensively studied by M. B. Paude and S. S. Saha (1982), Bose (1891), Ray 

Table 2.1 Chronological order of various geological formations 

 

Geological periods Geological structure Types of rocks 

Recent  

Sub-aerial formations 

 

Alluvial deposits 

Younger flood plain deposits of the 

rivers and nalas comprising of 

sand, gravel, pebble etc. and soil 
covering the rocks. 

Pleistocene  

To 

lower Pleistocene 

Raised terraces Sand, clay, gravel, pebbles, boulder 

etc. representing older flood plain 
deposits. 

Siwalik  Micaceous sandstones with silt 

stones, clays, lignite lenticles etc. 

Permian 

Thrust (Main Boundary Fault) 

 

Gondwana 

 

Thrust  

Daling Series 

 

Quartzite sandstones with slaty 

bands, seams of graphitic coal, 

lamprophyre sills and minor 

bounds of limestones. 

Slate, chlorite- sericite, schist 

Precambrian 

 

Darjeeling Gneiss 

Fine grained augen and banded 

gneiss of tin garnetiferous mica 
schist with extensive intrusions of 

biotite, hornblende and tourmaline 

granites, golden silvery mica 

schists, carbonaceous mica schists, 

coarse grained gneiss. 

                        After Mallet, 1874 
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(1935), Ghosh (1950). According to the extensive studies by the geologists, Darjeeling 

Gneiss is found in the higher reaches of the hills and occupies a greater part of the district 

including Kurseong town. The coarse grained gneiss is found mostly in the form of schistose 

and at some places in gneissose texture. A very coarse texture of the gneissic rock is due to 

the influx of a considerable amount of quartzo-feldspathic materials. The gneiss is continuous 

from Darjeeling to Kurseong. The dips are uncertain and irregular and vary from 40° to 65° 

northerly near Kurseong and southerly near Darjeeling. Bands and lenses of pegmatite and 

apatite are frequent in Darjeeling Gneiss. The extensive development of the alumino-silicate 

minerals suggests the metamorphism of argillaceous sediments in the Darjeeling Gneiss. The 

generalized sequence of the various geological formations of the Darjeeling hill area in their 

chronological order is in the Table 2.1. This hilly tract is a part of a wider region that has 

undergone a complex and diverse geological evolution. The present day geomorphic 

configuration of the region has largely been determined by the combined action of geological 

formations and fluvial processes and mass movements and related phenomena in particular.  

2.3.2 Relief 

            Topography and slope are the most important geomorphic limiting factors for urban 

development in Kurseong town as they play a very important role while drawing up site plans 

for any construction purposes. It is, therefore, essential to recognize these limitations before 

the commencement of any construction work so that no further deterioration of stability 

conditions, no significant damage to the slope, no damage to the newly built up structure and 

no loss to the inhabitants, neighbours and society at large take place. In recent years, the 

elevation information is represented in computers as elevation data in a digital format called 

digital elevation model (DEM) which is a computerized representation of the earth’s relief. 

With the help of a DEM, the relief map of Kurseong Municipality has been prepared on the 

basis of which the entire area can be broadly divided into five relief zones: 

i) Areas of very high elevation (1748m – 1912m): It is found in the north-eastern 

part of the town including Victoria Gram, Sanatorium area, Sixen Busty, Upper 

Tekbir Busty and Dowhill area covering Wards1and 2. 

Areas of high elevation (1590m – 1747m): This area includes Upper Tekbir 

Busty, Dowhill area, Upper Dumaram Busty, Upper Sherpa Busty, Chauthalay 

Busty, Middle and Lower Sherpa Busty and Dhobi Khola area in Wards 2, 4, 6 

and 7 and some portion of Middle Tekbir Busty, Middle Dumaram Busty and 

Sitalu Busty in Wards 3, 5 and 8.
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ii) Areas of moderately high elevation (1452m – 1589m): Areas of moderately high 

elevation are found in Sudhapatole and Deokotatole in Ward 9, Butcher Busty in 

Ward11, the main market area in Ward 15, Subedar Busty in Ward 16 and Naya 

Bazar-Ranikup-Rajbari area in Ward 17 and some portion of Lower Tekbir Busty, 

Lower Dumaram Busty and Sitalu Busty in Wards 3, 5 and 8. 

iii) Areas of moderate elevation (1350m – 1451m): It is found in the western part of 

the town covering Wards 10, 13, 14 and 18which includes Buddhagram, 

Gandhigram, Park Location and its surroundings, Manbir Busty and Bhanutole. It 

also includes some parts of Wards19 and 20 in the southern part of the town. 

iv) Areas of low elevation (1157m – 1349m): This area includes south-eastern and 

south-western parts of Wards 19 and 20 and some patches in the western most 

parts of Wards 10, 13 and 14. 

 Slope, as an integral part of urbanization processes play an important role in urban 

infrastructural planning as it along with other factors such as geological, hydrological and 

climatic, determine the location, evolution and spatial extent of settlements. Slope determines 

the accessibility, the extension of built up space and the drainage in any settlement area. An 

understanding of slope distribution is essential as a slope map provides data for planning, 

settlement, engineering structures etc. With the help of a DEM, a Slope Zone Map of 

Kurseong Municipality has been prepared. On the basis of slope, the following classes 

representing the major slope zones have been identified: 

Class I (0
0
-10.49

0
): Areas of low slope are in the western part of the town especially the 

western portion of Wards 10 and 13 from where the tea gardens of Monte-viot and Ambootia 

extend, small portion of Wards 17, 19 and 20 and the major portion of Wards 1 and 2 in the 

north and north-eastern part of the town and Wards 14 and 18 in the western and central part 

of the town.  

Class II (10.50
0
-17.75

0
): Areas of moderate slope cover different parts of the town, especially 

Wards 1, 2, 14, 18 and some portion of Wards 10, 13, 19 and 20. 

Class III (17.76
0
-24.81

0
): Areas of moderately high slope cover major parts of the town 

covering the major parts of Wards 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 and some portion of Wards19 and 

20. 

Class IV (24.82
0
-33.28

0
): Areas of high slope are again found scattered all over the town, the 

major portion being found in the northern, eastern and southern part of the town covering  

Wards 3, 4, 7, 17 and 19.
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Class V (33.29
0
-51.44

0
): Areas of very high slope is dominant in the northern, eastern and 

south-eastern part of the town covering the major portion of Wards 2, 7, 9 and19 and some 

portion of Wards 5, 13, 16 and 17. 

It is clear from the analysis that the major portion of the town is characterized by 

moderately high to very high slopes. The entire area is in its dynamic youthful stage and 

therefore, these steep hillside slopes and valley walls are subjected to frequent active erosion 

which demands further study and examination before any further anthropogenic modification 

is undertaken. 

2.3.3 Climate 

Climate has a strong influence in any hill town due to its desirability for human 

habitation, as extreme climate discourages and moderate climate favours human settlement. 

Kurseong town enjoys a moderate, pleasant and favourable climate for human habitation, as 

it neither suffers from severe winter like that of Darjeeling nor from scorching heat like that 

of the plains. Though short lived spring and autumn seasons are the most important and 

favourable seasons characterized by bright, sunny days and blooming of colourful flowers. 

The most dominating season is the Monsoon or the Rainy season characterized by mist, dense 

fog and continuous rain, starting from middle of May and lasting up to the end of September. 

The monsoon is followed by a short period of autumn. The winter usually starts from late 

November and lasts upto late February. It is characterized by cold and unpleasant weather, 

but not a treacherous drop of mercury like that of Darjeeling. 

Rainfall: Kurseong being situated on the southern slope of the range receives higher rainfall 

during the monsoons compared to other urban centres of Darjeeling hills. Owing to the hilly 

terrain a sharp variation in rainfall is noticed within the municipal area. The Dowhill area 

located at an altitude of 1829 m is much colder and experiences higher rainfall than the 

central part of the town below located at an altitude of 1483 m. Thick overcast skies for 

several days, dense fog and heavy downpours are common. The precipitation during the 

southwest monsoon constitutes about 96.68% of the annual rainfall. Thunderstorms 

accompanied by torrential rain occur in June and July. The precipitation ranges between 

15.6mm in May to 1280.50mm in August.  

Temperature:  The mean maximum temperature of Kurseong town ranges between 14.00°C 

and 24.60°C, while the mean minimum temperature ranges between 3.40°C and 16.00°C. 

January is the coldest month of the year. Frost is fairly common in the cold season in the 

north eastern part of the town, owing to its nearness to the Dowhill forest.  
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Table 2.2 Monthly records of atmospheric conditions, Kurseong Municipality, 2010 

 

Months 

 

2010  2010 

Rainfall 

in mm 

Temperature in 0 C Mean wind velocity 

(km/hr) 
Relative humidity 

Mean max Mean min 

January 0.0 16.30 3.40 3.5 94.00 

February 0.0 16.30 3.80 3.9 94.50 

March 0.0 19.70 7.40 5.8 91.50 

April 49.1 18.20 11.40 4.1 91.00 

May 15.6 20.50 12.80 6.4 90.50 

June 1021.2 22.80 14.50 4.5 94.00 

July 1208.2 24.60 16.00 4.6 90.50 

August 1280.5 23.20 15.50 4.2 95.50 

September 536.8 21.90 14.60 3.7 95.00 

October 74.3 20.50 13.20 4.5 90.50 

November 0.0 17.50 11.50 3.3 96.00 

December 0.0 14.00 9.80 4.2 90.00 

                     Source: Darjeeling Tea Research Centre, Kurseong                                

 
              

Figure 2.3 Monthly mean maximum and minimum temperature and monthly      

     rainfall, Kurseong Municipality, 2012 (Source: Darjeeling Tea Research Centre) 
 

Humidity: In general, the atmosphere is highly humid throughout the year, as very little 

difference is noticed in the relative humidity of winter, rainy and summer months. The 

relative humidity ranges from 91% to 96% during the rainy season, 90% to 96% in winter 

and 91% to 92% in summer.  

Cloud cover: The sky is heavily overcast, with thick clouds, during the monsoon; sometimes 

the clear blue sky, not being visible for several days, while the rest of the year has high to 

moderate cloud cover. The sky is usually clear from October till April, but the cloudiness 

gradually increases from May. Morning fogs and frosts are common in winter. Fogs 

frequently cover the hills even in rainy season, particularly in July and August. 
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Winds: The upper winds over the Himalayan region are predominantly westerly from 

November to May. These winds become strong with greater velocity at extreme heights. The 

wind speed in summer ranges from 5.8 to 6.4 km/hr. With the onset of the monsoon, the 

direction of the surface wind becomes unsteady and there is discernible reduction in wind 

velocity, ranging between 3.7 and 4.6 km/hr. The wind speed decreases from December to 

January, ranging between 3.5 and 4.2 km/hr. The prevailing wind direction is east - northeast 

throughout the monsoon.   

2.3.4. Drainage 

It has long been recognized that urbanization results in the modification of the natural 

circulation of water, as increase in impermeable surface area in the form of streets, highways, 

parks, sidewalks, buildings etc. and artificial channels in the form of effective storm water 

sewer systems, leads to increased surface runoff, increased peak flow and decreased 

infiltration (Leopold, 1968; Sauer, Thomas, Stricker and Wilson, 1983; Harley, 1978). 

Human activity has interfered with every part of the natural hydrological cycle in Kurseong 

town. Therefore, as in any other urban environment, Kurseong town consists of two inter 

linked water circulation systems:  i) the man created artificial water supply and waste water 

disposal system and ii) natural streams.   

Channeling of street runoff through drains and natural streams, particularly during 

rainy season, is the most distinguishing characteristic of urban runoff in Kurseong town. The 

municipality has a number of big and small streams passing through the different parts of 

Kurseong town for channelizing water during rainy season. Hussain Khola and Dhobi Khola 

flows along the north- western and eastern boundary of the municipality area respectively. 

The jhoras like Bunglow Jhora, Eghara Number Jhora, Debisthan Jhora, Bhagat Beer Jhora, 

Kanti Jhora, Ramlal Jhora and Hussain Khola originate in the Dowhill Ridge. Other 

important jhoras are Sherpa Jhora, Ranikoop Jhora, Club Jhora, Irrigation Jhora, Chaar 

Number Jhora and Khatri Jhora. Most of these streams mentioned above, except Hussain 

Khola and Dhobi Khola, are non-perennial and swell up, becoming torrents only during the 

rainy season. The Dhobi Khola flows towards the south whereas most of these streams flows 

westward and joins the Rinchengtong Khola, a tributary of the Balason.  

2.3.5 Flora and fauna 

Kurseong Forest Division was formed in 1878, with the reorganization of the 

divisions by Schlich, the Conservator of Forest. The forest of Kurseong Division is partly in 

the hills and partly in the Terai. The greater portion of the forest lies below 3000ft. and is 

scattered over the hills up to an elevation of 6500ft in the northern part of the division. 
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Kurseong Forest Division consists of five ranges, namely, Sivok, Sukna, Pankhabari, Bagora 

and Kurseong. More than 65% forest cover of Kurseong Division is found in Sukna and 

Shivkhola. Of the rich variety of flora found in and around Darjeeling, including both wild 

and cultivated species, nearly 50% are indigenous to the Himalayas. The rest comprises of 

foreign species of which 14% comes from Japan, 7% from North America, 6% each from 

Australia and China, 4% each from Malay and Europe, 3% each from South America and 

Tropical Asia, 2% from Central America, 1% from Burma and 0.5% from Africa (Dash, 

1947). 

The type of forest found in Kurseong is Tropical Deciduous forest. The main species 

found are Lekh toon (Cedrela febrifuga Bl.), Lampati (Duabanga sonneratioides), Chilaune 

(Schima wallichii), Panisaj (Terminalia myriocarpa), Kimbu (Morus ipevigata), Lapche 

Kawlo (Machilus edulis), Siris (Albizzia procera), Mahwa (Engelhardtia spicata) and Chanp 

(Michelia champaca). The upper portion of a hill town is characterized by a distinct 

vegetation cover of temperate nature. The important species found are Dhupi (Cryptomeria 

Japonica), Alder/Utis (Alnus nepalensis), Pipli (Symingtonia populnea), Kyamuna (Syzygium 

operculutam), Phaleado (Erythrina arborescens), Birch (Betula sp), Chestnut (Castanea sp) 

Maple (Acer sp), Oak (Quercus sp), Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora), Poplar (Populus sp), 

Laurel (Laurus nobilis), Katus (Castanopsis indica) and Lali Guras (Rhododendron 

arboretum). The northern part of the town consisting of Wards 1 and 2 with maximum 

vegetation cover is dominated by this temperate vegetation. Besides tall trees, different kinds 

of herbs, shrubs and orchids are found in   Kurseong town. The northeastern part of Kurseong 

town is covered by Dowhill Reserved Forest. The fact that Kurseong is richly endowed with 

natural vegetation and its floristic composition (varying with altitude) is recorded in a vivid 

description of Sir J. D. Hooker in the Himalayan Journals as far back as in 1854. He has 

recorded the luxuriant growth of temperate vegetation at about 4000ft i.e. in and around 

Kurseong characterized by yellow raspberry, Oak, Birch, Chrysosplenium, Stellaria and 

Arum, Vaccinium, wild Strawberry, Maple, Geranium, Bramble along with mosses and 

lichens. The vegetation also included tree fern, Pothos, bananas, palms, figs, pepper and 

number of epiphytal orchids. The trees were clothed profusely with a continuous garment of 

epiphytal white orchids (Orchidaceae) which whitened the trunks like snow (Hooker, 1854) 

and this probably was one of the main reasons for the nomenclature of “Kurseong” meaning 

“The place of white orchids”. 

Kurseong located in close proximity to the Mahananda Wildlife Sanctuary consists of 

varied wildlife species. These include Leopard, Black Bear, Wild Boar, Hill Fox etc. Panda is 
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found in the hill forest at about 7000ft. Himalayan Flying Squirrel, Barking Deer, Serow and 

Brown Himalayan Goral, species of rare mountain goat are found at an elevation of 2000-

9000ft (Dash, 1947). The Kurseong Forest Division has one deer park at Dowhill, which is a 

rescue centre and houses several animals found in the Himalayan region. The district is rich 

in its avifauna life, with nearly 550 species. The exciting list includes variety of Flycatchers, 

Minivet, Sunbirds, White cheeked Nuthatch, Himalayan Cuckoo, Woodpecker, Kalij 

(Pheasant), Hill Patridge, Bulbul, Thrush, Forest Eagle Owl and various species of Sparrow, 

Himalayan Eagle, Pigeon, Dove etc. (Dash, 1947). 

2.3.6 Soil 

The soils of Darjeeling hill area have developed both under the impact of fluvial 

action and lithological disintegration. The soils of the upland are usually red and granular, 

while that of the lowland is dark and fertile. Stiff reddish loam or stiff red clay is common in 

the greater portion of the hilly area which is produced by the decomposition of Darjeeling 

gneiss. Red and yellow soils poor in lime, magnesia, iron oxide, phosphorous and nitrogen 

and fairly rich in potash have developed in the higher slopes of the Darjeeling Himalayas 

formed on the gneiss and schists. Richness in potassium in these soils is due to the presence 

of muscovite and feldspar in the gneiss. These are suitable for the cultivation of tea. The soil 

found in the region is of residual type derived by the process of weathering and thus are 

found in the form of reddish sticky soil covering the Darjeeling gneiss. The highly weathered 

rocks of the nature of clay are generally found encircling the blocks of fresh rocks. The grains 

of quartz, feldspar and flakes of mica are generally found mixed with the clay. These 

unconsolidated materials, together with steep and unprotected hill slopes, have an important 

bearing on the landslips in Darjeeling hills. 

Conclusion  

It is important to understand the history of a town and how its urban forms have 

changed through the ages, before understanding its recent development. The British rule, as 

well as the post independence developments, has significantly affected the morphology and 

functions of Kurseong town. The names of British pioneers viz. General Lloyd, Dr. Chapman, 

Dr. Campbell, Sir Joseph Hooker, Mr Franklin Prestage, Sir Ashley Eden etc are worth 

mentioning, since their invaluable contribution in the field of urban development in 

Darjeeling hills are beyond comparison. The agglomerated life and business transaction in 

Kurseong town, for the first time, was possible through the British efforts of urbanization. 

Later, the native social groups too became active in carrying out the educational activities in 

the hills. The physical configuration of the town, along with the legacy from the past, greatly 
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influences its evolution, growth, location as well as its morphology. Kurseong town and its 

surrounding area are mainly formed of Darjeeling gneiss which is highly micaceous. The big 

and small natural drains, formed over the decades, passing through the different parts of the 

town, form a vital part of the water flow system, which not only provides drinking water but 

also carry sewer water in and out of the town.   The town has moderate to steep slopes, 

which, with natural drains help in channelizing water during rainy season. Kurseong town 

receives a heavy rainfall from the southwest monsoon wind. Regional variation in 

temperature can be noticed even within the town, due to difference in altitude. The town 

enjoys a moderate, pleasant and favourable climate for human habitation. The soil found in 

the region is residual, derived by the weathering of Darjeeling gneiss. Wards 1 and 2 in the 

north-eastern part of Kurseong town, is covered by Dowhill Reserved Forest, consisting of 

temperate vegetation.  
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